




I’ve recently been visiting many travel 

agencies to hear what content advisors 

and owners would like to see in a 

business publication such as PAX.

One particular individual, who has been 

in the industry for more than 40 years, 

ended up reminiscing on how he has 

taken on various roles throughout his 

career. Five years ago, he decided 

to open his own travel agency and  

he’s extremely happy about it.

During our interview, one thing he said 

caught my attention: “You can try to 

get out of the travel industry, but you’ll 

always end up coming back.”

Speaking from experience, he had  

once tried to charter another career 

path but after only a few months away, 

boredom brought him back to the 

industry. 

His story in this regard is not very unique; 

there are so many instances that 

demonstrate how our business is driven 

by passion and as such, it’s hard to let 

it go. New aircraft, new product, new 

strategies... there are so many babies 

we want to watch grow!

You’re not hard-pressed to find travel 

professionals who are boasting 20, 30  

or even 40 years of experience in the 

field, each of whom are the role models 

and mentors leading the next generation 

of leaders. With that in mind, we recently 

launched a #ThrowbackThursday series 

on our websites to recount stories  

from days past (although so much 

has changed even in the past five to  

10 years as well). 

The series has generated a lot of 

conversation among our readers thus 

far, which was exactly our goal, and 

we invite you to continue looking for 

these submissions each week. Further, 

we encourage you to share your 

experiences with us, too.

With that, I’m going to continue  

my discussion with travel agencies 

across the country to ensure we provide 

content that interests you, while you 

enjoy this great issue of PAX magazine.

Marie-Klaude Gagnon
Publisher

marie@logimonde.com
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Last month, I was in a pinch when my 

supplier couldn’t deliver.

I was jetting off to a conference and  

tight timelines didn’t allow for my go-to 

guy to get me the new box of business  

cards I needed before I departed the 

next day. 

So as one does, I called around to see  

who could get the job done in good 

time for the price I was willing to pay. The  

first quote was $65, the second about  

the same, and the third was slightly  

higher.

“I was quoted $65 by someone else so 

I think I’ll go with that,” I told the rep 

with whom I was speaking.

“Well in order to compete, I’ll do $55,” 

Nick said from the other end of the line, 

knowing that often when it comes to 

something as simple as business cards, 

price can make or break the deal.

That’s more like it, I thought, but 

considering his less than ideal location, 

I decided to pay a few extra bucks for 

the sake of convenience at a nearby 

retailer rather than create more work 

for myself. So I offered him my thanks 

and hung up.

Five minutes later, my phone rang 

and there was Nick again, offering to 

deliver the business cards to me at no 

extra charge before the end of the 

day. “I want your business,” he said. 

And he got it, because in this case, 

quality service really won me over. In 

fact, I sent him more items to print than 

I originally planned.

I appreciated Nick’s willingness to go 

above and beyond for the sake of 

building a business relationship, which 

is worth more than any transaction. 

Rest assured, not only will I reach out 

to him for future projects but I will 

recommend Nick at Print3’s Yonge and 

Eglinton location without hesitation 

(he’ll appreciate the plug).

The value of great service is often 

overlooked as we try to beat out 

the competition with better prices or 

shinier hardware – these things may be 

effective to close a deal, but when it 

comes to building loyalty, it’s usually 

not enough. The same is true when 

it comes to suppliers with agencies, 

agencies with staff, and staff with 

clients.

It’s something that Janine Chapman, 

now vice-president of marketing at 

Sunwing Travel Group recognized 

when she started in the company’s call 

centre in 1997. She admits to bending 

rules in order to make clients happy 

and close the sale. Her ambitious, 

adaptable attitude is what landed her 

on the cover of this month’s magazine.

In the following pages, you’ll also 

find a company profile on TTI Travel, 

a Toronto-based travel agency that 

isn’t shy about charging a premium 

price for premium service, plus profiles 

on some of the industry’s most notable 

marketing minds. Our Escape pieces 

take you on a journey through Europe, 

while this month’s Business Sense article 

explores the debate of working from 

home.

Happy reading! 

Terrilyn Kunopaski
Editorial Director

terrilyn@logimonde.com
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setting the stakes
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L ong ago, TTI Travel’s CEO Rocky Racco learned  

the lesson of not being afraid to ask for what you’re 

worth.

Founded in the 1970s, the travel agency has evolved from a 

family-owned business based in Toronto’s Italian community  

to what Racco describes as a company providing “high-

touch, personalized” travel service and solutions, catering to 

clientele seeking upscale options in both corporate and leisure  

travel.

Before reductions in airline commissions made service 

fees a new reality, Racco began charging clients for 

his time when it was still a virtually unheard-of practice  

in the travel industry. Although he freely admits some 

hesitation to the idea, particularly with the advent of discount 

travel providers in the 1990s, he considered the message  

to be, “If you can charge $25, you must have something  

to say.”

“We’re big believers in ‘you get what you pay for,’” he 

explains, noting that fees at TTI now range from $200 to $1,500.  

“We’re not about charging the lowest fee, but the right fee 

for the right amount of service. We rarely see any pushback 

because people see the value in what we can bring to  

the table.... If clients value you, you provide a higher level of 

service and once you’re being paid, you have a responsibility 

to ensure they’re getting value for the money they’re  

giving you.”

He believes that once a client trusts an advisor enough to  

pay for their advice, the relationship-building can begin. Over  
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the years, TTI has adopted many tactics to perpetuate 

this process and as a result, the business continues to 

grow. 

For Racco, it starts by getting down to basics.

“It’s all about getting to know the client. On the corporate  

side, it’s the culture and ‘Why are you in business?’ 

On the personal side, it’s ‘What gets you out of bed? 

What motivates you?’” he says. This allows an advisor 

to pair the client with an ideal destination to match 

their needs and expectations, which may differ from 

what they had originally planned. Part of this step is 

also connecting with all parties involved in the trip, 

meaning that even if Mom is the planner, TTI also speaks 

with Dad and the kids about what they’d like from 

their upcoming vacation to ensure everyone has an 

equally memorable experience. 

Clients then receive a detailed itinerary, which includes 

more than the typical travel information one would 

expect; particulars on security, currency and other 

resources “to make their trip more enjoyable and 

relevant to what they’re doing,” Racco explains. 

“Through these catalogues, they can really start to 

get a feel for their getaway.” 

Once a client takes off, the next step is following up 

throughout the travel period to ensure everything is 

going according to plan. “What does it take to just 

text or e-mail someone in-destination just to see how 

it’s going?” Racco says. 

TTI advisors keep meticulous client files of whatever 

information is collected at every point of the process, 

which makes for personalized, educated service when 

it comes to their next inquiry. This form of high-touch 

facilitation is what Racco says clients appreciate, 

acknowledging that knowing their customers inside 

out really allows for advisors to go the extra mile.

TTI’s various business units cater to unique demands, 

such as Away by TTI,  a boutique leisure travel service for 

discerning clients looking for the best in VIP treatment, 

Atelier, a specialized service dedicated to creating 

group travel experiences, and the Business Travel unit, 

which offers global solutions focused on a client’s  

staff and budget. 

Regardless, Racco says TTI advisors are not shy  

to share with clients the lengths they go to in order to 

fulfill their needs.

“Many travel advisors do so much behind the scenes 

work to ensure a seamless experience and never share 

that with the client. In reality, they’re selling themselves 

and their clients short,” he says, vehement in his belief 

that letting clients know the effort put into booking a 

trip helps communicate the value of a travel advisor. 

“If clients think it’s easy, then they’ll go online and do 

it themselves.”

This combined with a service fee helps to maintain  

a consumer’s need for a travel advisor, Racco  

says, and once that need is established, loyalty  

follows. 

While Racco admits that such fees “substantially” 

add to TTI’s financial bottom line of about $90 million 

in annual sales, the greater monetary benefit comes 

from narrowing the playing field in terms of pursuing 

likely prospects over tire-kickers, thus saving his team’s 

time and resources while increasing the likelihood of 

repeat clients and referrals.

“It hasn’t been easy – we have the challenge of 

overcoming the consumer mindset: are travel advisors 

still relevant?” the CEO says. “What we’re finding is  

that more and more people are totally valuing what 

we bring. We have such insider connections and  

one of the things we say is, ‘You can’t VIP yourself.’  

We can VIP you and we have all the resources to  

do that.”

“You’re actually providing service to people who value 

it and if you value service, it means you’re prepared 

to pay for it and that’s the validation,” he continues. 

“If you’re not prepared to pay money for something, 

you’re basically saying, ‘You’re not worth it.’ But that 

$25 taught me way back then that if people are willing 

to make a financial commitment, no matter how big 

or small, in principle, it’s the same thing.” 
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expert advice

Tim Sanders is the maverick CEO of Los Angeles tech 
start-up Net Minds and founder of research firm 
Deeper Media Incorporated. Prior to these positions, 
he was the chief solutions officer at Yahoo, as well 
as its leadership coach (2001-2005). He’s a strategic 
consultant to leading brands, associations and 
government agencies. His background is economics, 
psychology and debate, giving him a rare blend of 
stories and science to move audiences to action. 
Sanders is the author of four books, including the 
global best seller Love Is The Killer App: How to Win 
Business & Influence Friends.
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expert advice

R ecently, I was invited to meet with an important CEO for a second time. In 

our first meeting, we hit it off like old friends and he remarked that my insight 

into his business was spot-on. It would be easy to assume that because our 

rapport was so strong, our second meeting may lead to a consulting job for me and a  

highly connected friend in my network. However, instead of thinking, “This will be a piece 

of cake,” I knew that I needed to spend some quality time preparing for our second 

meeting. 

In my research, the second impression is just as important as the first. We put too much 

weight on the first impression, and assume that’s all that counts. We get lazy, thinking 

that the encore performance is a freebie that will obviously turn out well, “because we 

dig each other, right?” Don’t kid yourself. You will never completely win someone over 

with one great meeting.

In relationships, business and social situations, I’ve found the second meeting to be the 

hardest of all. This is especially true when the first meeting went well. While psychologists 

are right that an extreme first impression (be it positive or negative) sets the tone for a 

relationship, it doesn’t define its boundaries or potential. Subsequent encounters determine 

the real quality of any relationship. Yet sadly, we don’t train people for this. When the 

second meeting goes so-so, others cool off, making it hard to ever have a third one.

Here’s what’s really going on: During a first meeting, people decide if we are likeable 

(familiar, nice, relatable). Being relevant to someone’s needs or interests takes the 

relationship to the next level.

Even in job interviews, the first encounter shapes your social fit and subsequent interviews 

determine your competency. If the first meeting goes wonderfully, expectations often 

increase, making the second meeting even harder. A fluffy second interview can frustrate 

a hiring manager under pressure to find a top producer. The same goes for your personal 

life, from first dates to first encounters with the in-laws. If your second meeting is lacking, he 

is wondering, “What happened to her?” He was looking to find some common ground 

to take things to the next level and instead they got a repeat performance. 

There are several first meetings you’ll have on campus or in the community that go very 

well and help you create a larger network. But the key is to ensure that you’ll build them 

a little each time you meet so an enduring relationship can be created.

In your business, advising others on travel solutions, you have a similar challenge over the 

life of the relationship.  How can you continue to ‘WOW’ clients beyond the first meeting, 

where you introduce them to the world of well-planned travel experiences?  This is the 

secret to retaining them, and more importantly, getting them to refer their friends and 

associates to work with you (as opposed to an online service or a competitor).

Tim Sanders



Over the last few years, I’ve come up with five simple tips that will help you have a 

great second meeting and take your new relationships to the next level.  From site 

visits to planning sessions to sales calls, this advice will help you rock it even stronger 

the second time around.

1. Remember the details of the first meeting. This is also the golden rule of being 

a good conversationalist or customer oriented company. People are irritated 

when they have to repeat themselves. If you don’t give them your respect and full 

attention, why should they do the same for you? One way to do this is to journal 

the details of any great first impression. Over the last few years, I’ve relied on an 

app, Evernote. I have it open on my phone while in meetings, and when something 

comes up that I don’t want to forget I dictate it right into my phone. Later, you 

should also note what was said, what was learned and how people felt about the 

conversation. Names are the most important thing to remember, especially those of 

the family and friends of your meeting partners. If you learned something from the 

last meeting, start at that piece of insight during the second meeting.

2. Try not to repeat yourself too much. Everyone has his or her ‘greatest hits’ of 

stories, jokes and observations. In many situations, this arsenal of entertainment 

produces a great first meeting. Your homespun story may make people laugh until 

they cry the first time, but the second time you tell them, they will lose interest and 

tune out. Prior to the second meeting, recollect the details of the first. I always have 

a bullet point outline of my meeting or talk, including what stories or jokes I told and 

even what I wore that day! Bring some novelty to the second encounter with fresh 

content. NOTE: Be willing to take requests if you are asked to repeat parts of your 

first meeting for new eyes and ears.

3. Over prepare. As much as you prepped yourself for the first meeting, give as 

much or more effort to the second. Conditions change, audiences change and 

contemporary events change your value proposition/premise. Before the second 

meeting, research these changes and let the dialogue from Meeting One give 

you fodder for a much deeper dive into the details in preparation for Meeting Two.

4. Be grateful for the chance to meet again. If it’s a meeting for business, be grateful 

for the airtime. For your best potential clients or partners, time is worth more 

than money. The same goes for paid engagements (from consulting to services). 

It’s a tough market out there and you should give some extra heart to people that 

give you repeat business. Don’t take them for granted or think you are some kind of 

gift to the world that they are giving homage to. Be very humble about the encore 

and show some real gratitude. Meditate for a minute on it when you first wake up 

the day of the second meeting. 

5. Take it to the next level. Don’t just think of this as another meeting. Life is short, 

so do your best to convert this warm and fuzzy transaction into a powerful 

relationship. Raise the bar on your encore performance. In business, move from 

getting-to-know-you to let’s-make-something-happen-now. In personal situations, 

move from getting-to-know-you to some kind of real progress in the relationship.

Here’s my promise: If you add this to your arsenal of relationship building wisdom, 

you’ll have a real advantage over those who are only interested in making a 

good first impression.

How did my second meeting with that CEO go? Much better than the first – and 

it was by design and not good luck. 
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Wearable technology is poised to make a big splash in 2015, with 
many projections suggesting that it will become as commonplace as a 
cellphone within a few short years. The travel industry has already jumped 
on this trend, embracing forms marketed for mass consumption and those 
created specifically for travel purposes.

Here’s a look at some new forms of wearable technology and their 
applications in travel, proving that the future really is now. 

technology

Blake Wolfe
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Like a spy gadget out of a James Bond movie, the Narrative Clip affixes to 

a user’s clothing, allowing anyone to relive each moment by automatically 

taking two photos every minute. 

The device came into existence after a $500,000 crowd-funding campaign 

raised the necessary financial backing for the Sweden-based Narrative. 

It features a five megapixel camera that stores and arranges images in a 

digital cloud-based library. With connectivity to both Apple and Android 

devices, users can share their encounters with others via social media.

According to Narrative, the Narrative Clip is only 20 grams, measures 

36 x 36 x 9 mm, and has a battery life of approximately two days which 

allows users to capture 4,000 images.

An updated version, the Narrative Clip 2, is set for release this year, boasting 

WiFi and Bluetooth capabilities, an eight megapixel camera, plus removable 

clips offering different mounting options. 

As for its travel applications, the device is intended to be employed by 

travellers who want to truly capture the entirety of their vacation experience.

Created to help guests of Walt Disney World make their way around the 

resort’s many parks and attractions seamlessly, the MagicBand is a high-

tech bracelet that allows visitors to do everything from unlocking their hotel 

room and boarding rides to charging in-park purchases to their account. 

With numerous Mickey Mouse-shaped MagicBand readers scattered 

throughout the park, all it takes is a flick of the wrist.

Traditional style card passes also provide these conveniences, but the  

MagicBand was designed to allow guests to eliminate the worry of keeping track 

of a pass in a wallet or pocket. Guests can set-up an account and purchase 

their MagicBand at least 10 days prior to their arrival at Walt Disney World.  

Those who do can bypass lines at rides by booking ahead using a FastPass+ 

feature. The device also allows guests to connect to the Disney PhotoPass 

program.

Selling for US $12.95 at the park or online at the Disney Store in multiple 

colours, clients who book a Disney vacation at least two weeks in advance 

can have their MagicBands delivered by mail. 
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Take a smartphone, scale it down and attach a strap: while it’s a little more 

complicated in reality, the growing smartwatch market is taking the best 

features of smartphones out of users’ pockets and slapping it on their wrists.

Best known in the travel industry for their GDS work, Sabre has brought  

its TripCase itinerary management app to this emerging tech segment, making 

travel information more accessible than ever before. As such, users can  

check for changes to their travel plans without having to bring out their 

smartphone.

According to Sabre, TripCase is the first travel app of its kind to integrate with 

the Samsung Gear S smartwatch. The integration allows travellers to click a 

notification which opens the TripCase app on the mobile device, and will 

include a click-to-call feature.

The app has also been adapted for Android Wear devices such as the Pebble 

and Pebble Steel watches, allowing users to receive TripCase travel notifications 

directly to their wearable devices. 

Tackling the centuries-old problem of preventing mosquito  

bites – and the spread of diseases such as malaria, West Nile  

virus and dengue fever – the Kite Patch is a tiny adhesive square  

that repels mosquitoes with a formula designed to block the  

insects’ ability to track humans through the detection of carbon  

dioxide.

The product, initially conceived at the University of California, Riverside  

in 2013, was the subject of a successful Indiegogo crowdfunding 

campaign with 11,254 donors helping to raise $557,254 – far surpassing 

Kite’s stated campaign goal of $75,000. The patch is now in development 

with field trials taking place in Uganda.

Future Patch products targeting other biting insects are already  

in the works, according to Kite’s website.

While the Kite Patch is targeted mainly at the permanent residents  

of countries where mosquito-borne illnesses are prevalent, travellers 

to such regions of the world may want to take note of the product  

as they pack their bags for an upcoming trip. 
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Blake Wolfe

Behind every great marketing campaign is a great marketing mind – one who 
takes a deep knowledge of both their product and audience and masterfully 
forges a strong promotional message to get the right people to pay attention.

With marketing in the travel industry often focused on the selling of an 
experience rather than a tangible item, marketers are often faced with unique 
challenges prompting creative solutions and ultimately, some rather unique 
campaigns.

Here’s a look at five marketing minds from different corners of the travel 
industry, all using their gift of creativity to get the word out to travellers. 

pax people
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Unless you haven’t been near a television 

in recent years, you’ve undoubtedly had a 

chuckle at commercials featuring Captain 

Obvious, the over-observant mascot of 

Hotels.com.

Neha Parikh, vice-president and general 

manager for Hotels.com North America, 

leads the U.S. and Canada businesses for 

the company, including driving all marketing 

and public relations activities – including 

the Captain Obvious campaign – and 

overseeing financial plans and operations. 

Parikh has been with Hotels.com since  

2008 and prior to her current position, 

she worked in marketing positions with 

companies such as The Cambridge 

Group, Dade Behring, Inc., and served 

as a management consultant with 

Pricewaterhouse Coopers, LLP.

She holds a business degree from The 

University of Texas at Austin and an MBA 

from the Kellogg School of Management 

at Northwestern University. After graduating 

from Kellogg, Parikh worked pro-bono 

with The Cape York Institute for Policy and 

Leadership in Queensland, Australia, where 

she helped to launch a government-run 

marketing agency for Aboriginal tourism 

development.

As a ‘travel junky,’ Hotels.com appears to 

be a perfect match for this executive.

According to Parikh, the character – which 

won a Cannes Bronze Lion at the 2014 

Cannes Film Festival – is the product of 

creative agency Crispin Porter + Bogusky 

and was conceived as a way of directing 

customers to ‘The Obvious Choice.’ 

“We wanted a fresh, fun, engaging way 

to present this concept to consumers,” 

she says. “Our new biggest fan, Captain 

Obvious, appears in our integrated 

marketing creative and helps illustrate why 

Hotels.com is The Obvious Choice... The 

premise of the campaign is that if you are 

looking for a dot.com to book hotels, where 

else would you go but ‘Hotels.com’?”

While the campaign may be most 

recognized from its humourous TV spots, 

the Captain has also been featured in 

print and online, including social media 

appearances. This multi-pronged approach, 

Parikh explains, allows the campaign to 

reach every Hotels.com customer no 

matter which way they access the brand,  

and leads to the “amplification” of its 

message.

“From our perspective, integrating multiple 

channels for this campaign is a win- 

win: it provides a unified experience for 

our customers and it allows us to amplify 

our message efficiently,” she says.  

“I tell the team internally that by integrating 

our marketing, we will make ‘1+1=3’ and 

amplify our message beyond the sum of 

the parts by simply being consistent. It’s  

such a basic concept, yet so critically 

important.”

While Parikh listed the sheer amount 

of choice in travel booking options as 

challenge in the industry, she also sees it 

as an opportunity for innovation.

“The travel industry is huge and the more 

competition in the market, the more the 

customers win – and I think that’s great,” 

she says. 

Not surprisingly, the emergence of social 

media has helped shape the business model 

of Hotels.com – in early 2013, the company’s 

mobile app was downloaded 13 million 

times, growing to more than 40 million by 

the end of 2014.

“Consider that when we launched our 

company more than 20 years ago, we 

were a call center,” Parikh recalls. “Fast 

forward and 10 years ago our core business 

was predominantly online. The past two 

to three years has seen the emergence 

of mobile, social and more personalized 

ways to connect to consumers. The next 

three to five years will only become more 

targeted and relevant based on consumer 

preferences and behaviours.” 
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A destination as varied as California has 

multiple sides and stories to tell – what better 

way to inspire travellers both new and 

returning?

That’s the drive behind Visit California’s Dream 

365 campaign, an online photo album/video 

portal showcasing the people, places and 

unique aspects of the Golden State, from the 

iconic to the obscure.

Lynn Carpenter, Visit California’s vice-

president of marketing, is the driving force 

behind the ambitious project. As a Boston 

native, Carpenter credits her perspective as 

a “transplant” in contributing to her desire to 

tell the story of California. 

Carpenter, who joined Visit California in 2006, 

is no stranger to the world of marketing in the 

digital era. Beginning her career in the field in 

1991, she spent six years in the early days of 

the Internet with online innovator Netscape 

between 1995 and 2001, just as the World Wide 

Web began to shape the world of today.

Launching with what Carpenter describes as  

a “YouTube takeover,” Dream365 was 

splashed across the video-sharing site with 

a 24-hour uploading spree on Feb. 28, 2014, 

with Google deeming the launch as “the most 

ambitious” seen on the site. Since then, the 

campaign has logged more than 10 million 

views globally – Canada being the second-

highest contributor behind the U.S. – translating 

into 34 years of viewing time and drawing 

hits from countries such as Australia and  

Brazil where no media buys took place, she 

says. 

That reach is due in part to Dream 365’s viral 

video hit, depicting pro skateboarder Bob 

Burnquist trying out a floating skate ramp on the 

waters of Lake Tahoe. Carpenter was alerted 

to the popularity of the video after a Facebook 

acquaintance – unaware of her role in the 

campaign – posted the video to her social 

media feed.

While she originally thought the campaign may 

have “skewed young” in terms of audience 

reach, Carpenter says that Dream365 was 

approximately “75 per cent aligned” with its 

target demographic of 25 to 55 years old.

When all involved with the project are 

accounted for – including Visit California 

staff, advertising agencies, video producers, 

Google, etc. – “there’s too many to count,” 

she says.

For such a destination marketing project to 

succeed, Carpenter believes a number of 

considerations must be taken into account.

“First of all, it’s important that it’s brand-

aligned,” she says. “It’s fun doing music videos 

but if it’s not laid out in a way that supports 

your program, there’s no point doing it. The 

second is audience alignment – there’s a lot 

of wonderful websites that get a lot of traffic, 

but we have to make sure we align with them 

to reach our target demographic. I also always 

go back to measuring everything on an effort-

over-impact scale – ‘How hard is this going to 

be to pull off and what do I think the impact 

is going to be?’”

It’s an exciting challenge where she says 

the major appeal lies in “cross-cultural 

communication” – the translation of 

information into a far-reaching message for 

a global audience.

“I get to do that every day – ‘How do I take 

what I know and translate it in such a way that 

people understand not only in the U.S. and 

Canada but around the world?’” she says. 

Specific to Dream365, Carpenter says that 

ownership of the brand was a key consideration, 

in terms of “controlling perception of quality 

and messaging.”

“As we looked at bringing in content, we had 

to be willing to allow others to lend their voice 

to California and open to them telling their story 

the way they would like. It’s a more authentic 

way of talking to audiences and I think the 

old-fashioned way of having your ad agency 

tell the story isn’t what people are looking for, 

and certainly not the millennials.” 
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For Travis Snelling, the path to a career in 

travel has certainly been an adventure.

Snelling is leading the way at Adventure.com,  

which aims to connect travellers with like-

minded guides and hosts around the world, 

each posting their own unique experiences 

to the website.

While he doesn’t consider himself a 

marketer per se, Snelling – who helped 

found the company last June and serves 

as vice-president – says his career path has 

been anything but a straight line, attending 

school for computer science and owning 

several websites including online magazines 

and communities which eventually lead 

to working with clients like Telus, CTV, ING 

Direct and CIBC.

“I think a lot of the opportunities I’ve been 

fortunate to have are because I went after 

them. You either want the puck or you 

don’t,” he says. 

As for his path to a career in travel, it began 

with a trip to the mall and the lure of a 

Mt. Everest package from Intrepid Travel, 

the company from which Adventure.com 

sprang.

The concept is a product of simply 

responding to a marketplace which has 

been transformed by peer-to-peer services 

like Airbnb and Uber, he explains of its place 

under the long-standing brand’s portfolio.

“The strategy is simple and is all about 

product/market fit: give people what they 

want and how they want it. Ultimately the 

market decides what products and services 

they want and how they want them, which 

is the basis for the peer-to-peer economy.”

In less than a year since the company’s 

inception, the team behind the marketing of 

Adventure.com has doubled from three to 

six, working remotely across North America.

Snelling says that social media is a 

cornerstone of the project’s outreach, 

allowing the company to directly connect 

with clients in an organic way. The numbers 

don’t lie: since Adventure.com’s June 2014 

launch, the company has attracted 250,000 

fans on Facebook, nearly 18,000 followers 

on Twitter, more than 9,000 followers on 

Instagram and a half-million YouTube views.

As for landing the domain name for  

www.adventure.com, it may have been a 

case of perfect timing.

“The domain itself surprisingly wasn’t being 

used for anything at the time Darrell bought 

it (Darrell Wade, CEO PEAK Adventure 

Travel Group, Adventure.com’s parent 

company),” Snelling says, “but while 

purchasing the name may have been 

relatively easy, we had to start from scratch 

in building up the brand and audience to 

get where we are now.”

The VP believes the success of other 

parties involved due to a strong marketing 

campaign is the best achievement a 

marketer can strive for, and while he 

readily admits that he wants to see results 

immediately, the best campaigns require 

both short- and long-term thinking.

“For me it’s all about making a positive 

impact with the purpose of helping people 

succeed, whether it’s helping a business 

grow with a new website, helping a travel 

agent earn a living by attracting customers 

and generating leads for them or by 

building a platform like Adventure.com that 

empowers individuals to make money doing 

what they love.

“I like immediate results and seeing impact 

right away, which isn’t always the case with 

broad marketing strategies,” he goes on. 

“I tend to operate on two wavelengths at 

the same time: one is constantly building 

a foundation for the future while the other 

is thinking of ways to make an immediate 

impact. It’s critical to have patience for the 

long term growth, but equally as critical to 

have the ability to act quickly in the short 

term.” 
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While it may be considered a bold marketing 

move for a hotel chain to talk about the 

travel experience outside their properties, 

bold is exactly what Michael Dail and Marriott 

Hotels were looking for in the company’s 

#TravelBrilliantly campaign.

Aimed at travellers through both traditional and 

social media channels, the initiative, while still 

tied to the accommodation aspect of travel, 

encourages guests to embrace and re-imagine 

the overall travel experience, by challenging 

“the traditional industry idea to think and 

innovate beyond the four walls of a hotel, but 

rather celebrating and inspiring the global 

travel experience.” In addition to showcasing 

what’s new at Marriott through the campaign’s 

website and social media channels, guests are 

also invited to share their unique ideas about 

what they’d like to see in the brand’s hotels, 

which are posted on the website. 

“It is a bold and disruptive approach to 

amplifying the brand’s dedication to leading 

the future of travel,” Dail says. “It’s an idea that 

travel should be brilliant… It’s not only about 

where you’re staying. It’s about where you’re 

going. From culinary to design to technology, 

the Travel Brilliantly campaign draws on the 

personal passion points and values of the next 

generation guest, to create a visual that is 

emblematic of the new Marriott experience.”

Dail is the vice-president of global brand 

marketing for Marriott Hotels, the flagship brand 

of Marriott International with nearly 500 hotels 

around the world. Prior to joining Marriott in 2006, 

he spent 15 years in the advertising/marketing 

world as well as two years in technology. For this 

executive, marketing is all about representing 

the voice of the company while putting the 

customer first. He admits that while working 

for a large business like Marriott provides its 

challenges, a bigger company also means 

greater reach for that message.

“We’re able to influence a large amount of 

consumers and provide them with an amazing 

travel experience,” he says. “This great scale 

can also be a challenge, making sure you’re 

reaching the customer on a personal level.”

According to Dail, #TravelBrilliantly is part of 

Marriott’s “journey of transformation” as a 

brand, which includes encouraging more 

customer interaction through initiatives like 

this one. While traditional marketing channels 

such as in-flight and in-airport advertising 

remain a critical piece of the puzzle, social 

media is an indispensible part of the equation 

when it comes to both reaching a younger 

demographic and encouraging feedback 

from guests. 

“Since the campaign’s launch in June 2013, 

the #TravelBrilliantly website has had more than 

four million visitors, with nearly 3,300 submissions 

and 50,000 votes for ideas,” Dail says. “Eighty 

per cent of the visitors are not Marriott Rewards 

members and 60 per cent are Gen X and Y.” 

That conversation is continued through social 

media channels with the #TravelBrilliantly 

hashtag, he adds.

For a campaign like this to succeed, Dail says it 

all begins with understanding the customer – a 

key aspect of Marriott’s culture reflected in the 

initiative – and knowing how to reach them.

“It all has to start with the consumer. 

Understanding their needs and working off 

the ‘right’ insights is critical. Understanding 

your brand and how it delivers against the 

consumer’s needs in reality and in perception 

is also critical.”

“In this new age of fragmented channels and 

screens, having the right balance between 

push and pull interactions is extremely relevant,” 

he continues. “Finally, the creative output needs 

to be exceptional. It needs to communicate a 

single clear message after it has broken through 

the clutter.”

Given his many years of marketing experience, 

Dail said that when it comes to promoting 

travel, it’s the product itself which separates 

the marketing process from other industries.

“It’s the power of travel. This power is so 

tangible; it enables us to be exposed to new 

ideas, cultures and people. Travel provides 

transformational experiences.”
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Everyone loves a heart-warming story and when 

that story has an emotional video and a holiday 

theme, it’s a recipe for success.

Known for their promotional videos ranging from 

the hilarious to the heartfelt, WestJet recently 

added a second installment in its Christmas 

Miracle video series, this year showcasing the 

airline’s charitable efforts in bringing the holidays 

to the community of Nuevo Renacer, Dominican 

Republic.

A WestJetter since 2005, Corey Evans serves 

as the airline’s manager of sponsorship, 

community investment & experiential marketing. 

He’s a graduate of Acadia University with a 

background in recreation management, and 

began his career working on events in Halifax 

and at Calgary’s Olympic Park. 

Targeting a wide audience – from WestJet’s 

core social media followers to those who simply 

enjoy a happy holiday tale – Evans says that 

The Spirit of Giving was all about sharing an 

authentic story with viewers. For any marketing 

campaign undertaken for the company, the 

project has to both fit within WestJet’s “fun and 

honest” culture while representing an idea that 

the staff support, he adds. 

While Evans played a large role in coming up 

with the idea, he’s quick to point out that it 

took hundreds of people to bring the Spirit of 

Giving project to life, from those working behind  

the scenes to his 20 teammates who took part 

in making the community’s dreams come  

true.

For those who are unfamiliar, the piece  

features WestJet’s Blue Santa and his team of 

‘elves’ working with the Live Different charity 

group, literally making Christmas dreams 

come true for local residents, fulfilling wishes for 

everything from toys and a baby crib to a washing 

machine and horse. The stunt is complete with 

bringing snow to the island and the unveiling of a  

new community playground. It’s now received 

more than three million views on YouTube.

“I always say one big idea never makes a  

project a success; it is the 100 small decisions 

maybe by dozens of people that make it 

happen,” Evans says.

In the age of Facebook and Twitter, social media 

is an indispensible part of the marketing equation 

for Evans – particularly in the case of a video-

based campaign like The Spirit of Giving which 

can be shared instantly via smartphone.

“You used to do PR stunts for the traditional 

media,” he recalls. “Now you still do that, but 

social media carries it to people all over the 

world.  That was never possible until social media.  

You don’t plan any marketing programs now 

without considering the use of social media.  It 

helps you reach an audience you could never 

afford to reach through traditional buys.”

An intense brainstorming process is key for such 

marketing initiatives, he explains, which helps 

identify “the DNA” of a campaign. In the case of 

The Spirit of Giving, the concept stemmed from 

a request for socks and underwear in WestJet’s 

2013 Christmas Miracle video (which now has 

more than 40.6 million views on YouTube).

“This led us to think about some very deserving 

people who would ask for items they needed 

but more importantly never have an opportunity 

to have an experience like this,” Evans explains.

Describing his position as “the best job in the 

world,” this creative mogul says that the freedom 

to try new approaches to marketing offers many 

advantages while presenting the challenge of 

stepping into the unknown.

“We have the freedom and support of our 

leaders to keep going out and try new things. 

We don’t have a fear of failure. As for challenges, 

doing things that are not widely done is not 

easy. You’re constantly explaining ideas to an 

audience that doesn’t have a reference. Luckily 

here at WestJet we have the trust to just go 

and do it.”

“Marketing in the travel industry is very exciting 

because you have so many messages to 

deliver,” he adds. “I believe that is why you 

see airlines all over the world trying new and 

innovative techniques.” 
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B eing from a coal mining village in Cape Breton,  

I recognized the sensibilities of a place like Lens, France 

where a closed mine has meant industry and hope 

once lost. In 2003 – a time when the city was in a state of 

abandonment and dejection with closed shops, a boarded-up 

cinema and a high level of unemployment – Jean-Jacques 

Aillagon, the then Minister for Culture and Communication, and 

Henri Loyrette, president of the Musée du Louvre, announced 

plans to create a regional branch of the famous museum. 

Lens placed a bid when the opportunity arose, and eventually 

emerged as the winning destination. Suddenly, there was 

a spark of optimism that the Louvre-Lens would mean a 

regeneration and a modernization of the region’s image, 

much like the Tate in Liverpool and the Guggenheim Museum 

in Bilbao. 

Driving up to the Louvre-Lens is like seeing a physical 

manifestation of hope – there, on a 20 hectare wasteland 

that was originally used as a coal mine before the 

1960s, glitters this magnificent structure. Opened in 2012  

and designed by Japanese architects from SANAA, 

Kazuyo Sejima and Ryue Nishizawa, the Louvre-Lens was 

inspired by the Louvre Palace with its wings laid almost flat,  

and is meant to represent boats on a river coming together 

to dock gently. But keeping integration top of mind,  

the stunning sight is not in conflict with the scarred, wild  

and cultivated landscape surrounding it. Instead, its facade 

gleams in polished aluminum and reflects the scenery around 

it, ensuring continuity and harmony with its surroundings.  
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Light is also an important part of the design of the Louvre-Lens. 

Upon entering the building, there’s a palpable sense of open 

space due to the roofs being designed partially in glass and 

to admit light in all seasons. I realized, stepping inside, that  

I was being reminded by this city of the dark, damp coal mines 

and industrial angst of my own people, causing my shoulders 

to tighten and my breath to shorten. But here, in this place of 

light, culture and contemplation, I was taken from the dark to 

the divine, and recognized that amidst hard times, there exists 

a hope, expression and creative spirit no horrors can quash. 

The Louvre-Lens became a very symbolic part of my trip for 

this exact reason.

During our visit, the museum was not crowded, which 

allowed the time and space to really appreciate what it 

has to offer. The organization of the exhibits is interesting 

as well, juxtaposing artworks from various civilizations and 

cultures; for example, the 5th century BC masterpieces 

of classical Greece side by side with those of the  

Persian empire or Pharoanic Egypt. Representatives say 

this approach “frees us from the constraints of the Louvre 

museum in Paris where the collections are presented by 

department, allowing no dialogue between works of art 

from the same period but with different techniques or from 

different civilisations.” The Galerie du Temps, the principle   

exhibition space at Louvre-Lens, presents masterpieces 

from the Louvre organized in chronological order from  

the Neolithic period up to the 19th century. It is divided  

into three major periods: 70 artworks for Antiquity, 45 

artworks for the Middle Ages and 90 artworks for the Modern  

Period. 

The collection houses works I never dreamed of seeing  

up close: La Madeleine à la veilleuse (Magdalene with  

the Smoking Flame) by Georges de La Tour, St. Sebastian 

Tied to a Column by Pietro Perugino and La liberté guidant  
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le peuple (Freedom Leading the People) by Eugène 

Delacroix. It was the latter work that stopped me in my tracks,  

an iconic piece featuring so prominently as an image  

I associate with France and yet so casually presented without 

fanfare on a back wall. Thinking about what the painting 

itself represents, its informal presentation was congruent 

with what it was meant to symbolize – this was art for the 

people about the people and “nothing precious” was part 

of the message it touted. With the presence of this piece in  

the Louvre-Lens in a city of the working class, its true meaning 

hit me on a number of levels. This permanent collection is 

20 per cent renewed each year with different pieces from  

the Louvre, resulting in an entirely new collection every five 

years.

As it has been meant to do for the city overall, this visit to 

the Louvre-Lens left me renewed and inspired. The gorgeous 

wine and cheese of that night’s meal had a special air of 

appreciation for both the glory and the challenges of the 

human experience. Looking back, I think the Louvre-Lens, in 

its industrial juxtaposition and the city’s wartime history reflects 

how life itself sometimes seems to work – out of the darkest times 

sometimes come the most sublime and exquisite expressions 

of the human spirit. 
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T hree months into her part-time job 

with Signature Vacations, Janine 

Chapman’s managers tried to 

let her go.

Then a Ryerson University hospitality 

student working in the call centre,  

she now laughs as she looks back on 

it and says, “I can’t even tell you how 

bad I was.”

“I was not very good at following the 

rules,” she says. “There were all these 

processes in place [that sometimes 

made it difficult to close a sale]. So I 

started asking questions and becoming 

friendly with the folks in payload and 

operations so I could understand the 

business and make well informed 

decisions, and I just started making up 

my own rules to get sales.... On the one 

hand, my sales were good and on the 

other, I was breaking policies all over 

the place.”

Chapman, who is now vice-president 

of marketing and e-commerce  

at Sunwing Travel Group, explains that 

her managers called her in for a meeting 

to say good-bye when they thought her 

contract was up, but she had to point 

out that she was in fact a permanent 

employee – a misunderstanding on their 

part due to a clerical error.
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It was the beginning of what has become a bright  

and adventurous career for this 30-something-year-

old executive, who has moved up the ranks within the 

organization throughout the past 18 years thanks to much 

of the same attitude that almost lost her the job in the first 

place.

She’s ambitious, driven and all about efficiencies, and 

judging by her resume, a bit of a chameleon. 

Her first full-time role at the ever-changing company  

was with Sunflight Holidays, where she was involved in 

everything from sales to operating the loyalty program. 

When the business became integrated with Signature 

Vacations (which was acquired by Sunwing in 2010), 

she chose a role in group sales because of the potential  

she saw there.

As such, she was managing the pricing, yield and  

mark-ups for the department which then prompted an 

offer for a coveted payload manager position. Chapman  

says she first felt under-qualified for the role, until the vice-

president of operations pointed out she’d already been 

doing it as group sales manager. So, she accepted. 

Post 9-11, Chapman again found herself with an opportunity 

she didn’t feel best suited for but even still, was appointed 

director of forecasting, planning, analysis and finance. A 

few roles later, she was named vice-president of retail until 

moving on to her current post.

“I’m a very curious person. I want to know exactly  

how everything works,” she explains of her multifaceted 

career. “A lot of people will say, ‘Oh, that’s not my 

job,’ or ‘I don’t need to know that’. That’s just not part 

of my philosophy. I think that my curiosity, interest and  

passion caused me to learn a lot of elements of the business 

that I wouldn’t have discovered otherwise.”

In sum, Chapman made it her business to know the business, 

positioning herself as a valuable asset to the company and 

fueling her constant vertical moves.

“In the call center, I [made up a lot of my own rules] because 

I didn’t want to lose a sale,” she says, referring back to when 

it all began. “I’m not recommending that you make up your 

own rules. I’m just saying that a lot of people aren’t right 

for a certain role. It doesn’t mean that you’re not right for 

the company; it just has to be a good fit. 

“At the time, we didn’t have the technologies that we have 

today, so there was a lot of filling out forms, submitting them 

to departments and waiting to hear back. For me, when 

a customer was on the line, I didn’t want to push paper 

around; I wanted to be up front and close the sale right 

then and there.”

The challenges of the time were the result of an operationally-

minded business, which she’s quick to point out has since 

changed to adapt more of a sales mentality; for this 

executive, being successful requires a balance of both 

approaches.

“The operations mentality is all about process and 

procedures and creative rules, and the sales mentality is, 

‘What do I need to do today to close a sale? How do we 

make that happen?’” she elaborates. “It’s dangerous to 

have too much of either of those mentalities; you need  
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to understand the business operationally to make decisions 

that support sales.”

Regardless, she’s a major proponent of individuals  

“always questioning whether or not you’re great at what 

you do” and believes it’s essential in career growth “to be 

slightly frightened by the challenges you take on.”

“I think that’s an important mindset to have in your  

job,” she emphasizes. “You just have to force yourself 

over and over again to do things outside your comfort  

zone. If you’re comfortable, that’s when it’s time to  

move on.”

According to Chapman, the executive team at Sunwing 

is very collaborative, which allows each person to  

be in touch with different elements of the group – a culture 

that appeals to her craving to learn and be hands-on. 

(“Personal development is really strong just from having 

exposure to different divisions and different executives in 

the group,” she says.)

And after all this time with the same company, she still feels 

like there’s more to learn and continues to be challenged. 

Her experience and knowledge has gained her respect with 

fellow top-level management and employees alike, and 

she enjoys taking a roll-up-the-sleeves kind of approach to 

her managerial duties.

“That’s one of the things that makes me happy to  

go in everyday – it’s never boring, it’s always challenging 

and I don’t think it’s possible to have learned everything 

yet.” 
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A brief exploration of the land of eternal summers

In his poem The Isles Of Greece, Lord Byron wrote of eternal summers; of gilded lands where the sun 
never set. Anyone who has visited even one of Greece’s 227 inhabited islands will agree he knew 
exactly what he was talking about.

For travellers who want a taste of history and culture with all the luxury and romance of the Medi-
terranean, the isles of Greece, all boasting their own distinctive twist of architecture, entertainment 
and cuisine, are an easy choice. The hard part, it would seem, is choosing a favourite.

What to do: Enjoy the beaches, nightclubs and visit nearby islets. Shop, 

enjoy Mediterranean cuisine and tour the area on horseback or by ATV.

What to see: Chora, the capital of Mykonos, is a maze of cobblestone 

streets, colourful Cycladic architecture, and several sandy beaches 

all overlooking the Aegan Sea.  

Where to stay: Myconian K Hotels is a collection of four luxury hotels 

about 10 minutes (walking) from Chora. It features 156 guest rooms, 

multilevel swimming pools and a spa offering thalassotherapy 

treatments. The staff is gracious and attentive, with a dedicated 

focus on quality guest service. Myconian K Hotels is positioned uphill 

from Chora, which may make it difficult for those with mobility issues, 

however the hotel’s concierge is eager to assist with scooter, quad 

and car rentals for its guests. 

Britney Hope & Karine Lefebvre

hotel



What to do: Immerse yourself in the vibrant culture, exciting nightlife, 

and iconic architecture of Paros.

What to see: Take a stroll around the tiny streets of Parikia, the capital of 

Paros, or rent a scooter for a quick ride to the port of Naoussa. Wherever 

you find yourself, be sure to try some of the local seafood for a true 

taste of Greece. 

Where to stay: Located steps away from Krios beach and overlooking 

the ancient town of Parikia, Paros Agnanti is a pristine hotel built amidst 

the lush, overgrown landscape of Paros. A small complex built in the 

Cycladic architectural style, Paros Agnanti has only 45 rooms, all with 

a view of the Aegan Sea. It boasts an impressive pool laid alongside 

the natural stone walls of a small cave, with refreshments on offer from 

the pool bar. Breakfast is served on the terrace of the hotel restaurant 

so that guests can enjoy the beautiful surrounding landscape. While 

Parikia is not easily reachable on foot from Paros Agnanti, there is a 

shuttle service offered twice daily, as well as bicycle, scooter or quad 

rentals, available upon request. 
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What to do: From the luxurious shops of Fira to the chic restaurants and 

bars of Oia, it’s difficult to go wrong in Santorini. 

What to see: Walk, bike or drive from Fira to Oia and check out the 

red and black sands of Caldera beach, courtesy of the island’s active 

volcanoes. 

Where to stay: With 150 rooms and five open-air swimming pools 

(including one just for the kids), El Greco Hotel is a large and charming 

resort with something for everyone. A fresh and bright design modeled 

from Santorinian architecture, El Greco is superbly featured both inside 

and out. Start the day off with a poolside breakfast on the veranda of 

La Pergola Restaurant, or take advantage of the attentive service at 

the brand new Lotus Spa. The location of El Greco is excellent; it is only 

a 10 minute walk from the heart of Fira. 
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GERMANY SWITZERLAND

 Featured prices are per person, land only, based on double occupancy, departure dates as indicated and refl ect the promotional discount. Air and travel insurance 
are additional. * For full terms & conditions or more information, please visit Agentlingo.ca. | Centre Tower, 3300 Bloor St. W, 4th Fl., Suite 2400, Toronto, ON M8X 2X3. 
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EXPLORE ALPINE EUROPE & SAVE $200 per couple*!

New!  Bavarian Highlights
9 days roundtrip from Munich

$2,149 CAD | Based on May 16 – September 12, 2015 departures

Munich • Oberammergau • Black Forest • Nuremberg • Regensburg • 
Munich

German Highlights
11 days roundtrip from Frankfurt

$2,799 CAD | Based on April 1 – July 27, 2015 departures

Frankfurt • Düsseldorf • Berlin • Nuremberg • Munich • 

Oberammergau • Black Forest • Frankfurt

 Faith-Based Tour  The European Reformation
11 days roundtrip from Frankfurt

$2,819 CAD | Based on June 9 & July 7, 2015 departures

Berlin • Wittenberg • Leipzig • Erfurt • Mainz • Nuremberg • Munich

 New!  Spectacular Switzerland
9 days roundtrip from Zürich

$2,969 CAD | Based on May 15 – September 11, 2015 departures

Zürich • Biel • Neuchâtel • Geneva • Évian-Les-Bains, France • 
Gruyères, Switzerland • Gstaad • Interlaken Area—The Jungfrau Massif 
• Berne–Lucerne • Zürich

The Best of Switzerland
8 days roundtrip from Zürich

$2,639 CAD | Based on May 3, 21 & June 4, 2015 departures

Zürich • Vaduz, Liechtenstein • St. Moritz, Switzerland • Lake Como, 
Italy • Lugano, Switzerland • Stresa, Italy • Zermatt, Switzerland • Lake 
Geneva • Berne • Interlaken • Lucerne • Zürich 

Other departure dates for Germany and Switzerland vacations are available, please inquire. 
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Tony Tyler, director general & CEO

David McCaig, president & COO

Approximately 60,000 worldwide

1,500+ across Canada

Fees in Canada for full accreditation for agencies (excluding taxes):

Head office: $1,736 to join, plus annual dues

Branch: $1,284, plus annual dues

Specific sales activity code: $699

Retail locations: Varies based on the number of individuals in that location

Travel and tourism schools and training facilities: $250  annually

Allied memberships: Single office ($600) or multiple locations ($850) 

annually

For members who wish to maintain an individual designation: $99 annually

Travel agents & tour operators that meet IATA’s prerequisites

Retail travel agencies, Allied members (airlines, hotels, tour 

operators, cruise lines, car rental companies, tourist boards, travel 

insurance companies, travel technology companies, schools, etc.) 

plus international members (would be classified as Allied but reside 

in countries outside of Canada) and CTC/CTM members (who 

carry the CTC/CTM designation and have access to exclusive 

ACTA benefits)

n/a

ACTA partners with companies that offer members business tools or 

save them money through cost savings programs (SecuTrans, CTS 

Systems, Canada Post, Esso), and with traditional travel suppliers, 

including airlines, cruise lines, tour operators and GDS companies

Yes

Yes

IATA’s wide range of products and services can support the 

ongoing efforts of many functions within an organization: finance, 

security, operations, strategic management, safety and much 

more. By selecting IATA, members benefit from a global view and 

the strategic role it plays in the aviation industry.

To serve as the focal point for the retail travel services industry, where 

ideas and resources are pooled into initiatives designed to create 

and maintain a healthy business and legislative environment in which 

the retail travel industry will thrive.
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Ann van Leeuwen, president

Daryl McWilliams, chair

Actively recruiting in Canada; 1,900 total 

active members

25 members representing 40 brands

$189 annually 

Annual fees for tour operators: From $750 to $8,000 (based on gross sales 

volume)

Supporting members: $450 annually

NACTA represents independent contractors, outside sales consultants, 

cruise, tour and group-oriented consultants; members are employed, 

independent travel consultants and travel consultants belonging to 

a hosted travel agency

Membership is open in three categories: active tour operator 

(voting), associate tour operator (non-voting) and supporting 

members, made up of suppliers and destination marketing 

organizations.

Suppliers and host agencies can join as business development 

marketing partners by customized planning

CATO maintains cordial relationships with other tour operator 

associations, in particular with ATOQ (the Tour Operators Association 

of Quebec), the U.S. Tour Operators Association, and NTA (National 

Tour Association), plus with retail associations such as ACTA 

Yes

English only

To consider and act on all matters which the Association deems to 

mutually concern or affect tour operators with offices in Canada, and 

to provide a collective voice in dealing with all levels of government 

in Canada and abroad, in all destination markets.



GBTA Canada Direct Members (travel buyers): $370 annually 

GBTA Canada Allied Members (travel suppliers): $420 annually

Agencies: Starting at $339 annually

Individual agents (affiliated with a CLIA member agency): $49 - $99 

annually

Membership is open to those in the corporate buying space, such as 

business travel buyers, travel managers, strategic sourcing, purchasing/

procurement, finance, administration and human resources. 

Membership is also open to travel suppliers in the space of airline, hotel, 

car rental/ground transportation, travel management company/travel 

agency, travel consultancy, travel insurance, risk management, travel 

technology, expense management, corporate payment solutions, etc.

The members of the Cruise Line International Association consist 

of cruise lines, travel agencies, travel agency members, executive 

partners, strategic industry suppliers, destinations and ports 
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Nancy Tudorache, regional director, Canada

Cindy D’Aoust, EVP, membership & 

operations 

300+ Canadian members and 600+ 

Canadian business travel professionals, 

buyers and suppliers

63 cruise lines, 13,500 travel agencies 

(representing more than 50,000 individual 

travel agents)

GBTA Canada offers a variety of partnership opportunities to help 

companies gain access to and exposure through marketing and 

sponsorship within GBTA Canada network

Partnership opportunities include participation in CLIA’s many 

marketing programs and events, including sponsorship and 

participation at the association’s annual cruise3sixty conference, 

the world’s largest cruise travel agent event.

Yes

Primarily English

GBTA endeavors to be the voice of the global business travel 

industry, dedicated to Canadian business travel, by Canadians 

and for Canadians.

CLIA’s mission is to promote policies and practices that foster a safe, 

secure and healthy cruise ship environment, educate and train its 

travel agent members and promote and explain the value, desirability 

and affordability of the cruise vacation experience.



guided by travel

For more information, contact your District Sales Manager,  
call 800.468.5955, or visit www.gocollette.com

From finding the perfect hotel to 
blending cultural experiences  

and free time with dramatic 
bucket-list inclusions, Collette 

does it all for your travelers. While 
supporting travel professionals 
with benefits such as generous 

commissions and a  
no-discounting policy, Collette 

offers seven continents’ worth of 
travel experiences. It’s time  

to go guided!

share the 

freedom
of guided       

travel

Be sure to ask about our included sedan service!†

† Not valid on group travel. Service is offered on all air-inclusive departures when within a 100 km radius from most major Canadian gateways. One transfer per room booking. Additional stops are 
not permitted on route. Other restrictions may apply; call for details. Travel Industry Council of Ontario Reg. # 3206405; B.C. Reg. # 23337
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Snakes, salt and breathing easy underwater - spa treatments today 
are a lot more than a hot towel and a massage. These unique spas 
offer guests new ways to open up both their pores and their minds, 
one treatment at a time.

Lindsay Kyte

Bota Bota is a converted ferryboat that sailed between Sorel 

and Berthier, Quebec in the 1950s and 60s. Now anchored in 

the Old Port of Montreal, this floating spa allows passengers to 

enjoy relaxing treatments while being lulled by the flow of the 

St. Lawrence River. Bota Bota consists of five decks with two 

saunas, a eucalyptus steam bath, outdoor whirlpools, cold 

showers and baths, relaxation areas, terraces and a garden. 

There is also a restaurant onboard for guests who want a tasty 

treat while getting pampered.

Montreal, Canada
Photography by Bota Bota
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Travellers take warning: Ada Barak’s Carnivorous Plant Farm and 

Spa, just one hour north of Tel Aviv, may not be for everyone. 

Set amidst a garden of meat-eating vegetation, one treatment 

consists of six non-venomous California and Florida king snakes 

slithering up and down your back to relieve tension. Large 

snakes provide clients with deep full-body massages, while 

smaller snakes tend to be reserved for facial treatments. This 

is not your typical nature-sounds-and-aromatic-oil treatment 

by any stretch of the imagination. 

Looking more like a Tim Burton wonderland than a 

conventional spa, the Galos Salt-Iodine Caves in Chicago 

is said to have unique healing benefits. This spa, based  

on a technology created by Ukrainian scientists, offers  

guests an authentic sea microclimate in a rainbow 

of shimmery hues that also heal via colour therapy. 

Treatments are said to aid dysfunctions in the respiratory,  

digestive, nervous and cardiovascular systems.

Talmei Elazar, Israel

Chicago, U.S.

Photography by Meirav Stardinner

Photography by Galos Caves 
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Although the name barely does justice to the dazzling colour of 

its waters, the Blue Lagoon in Iceland sees more than 400,000 

visitors annually to its geothermal spa located in the lava 

fields of Grindavik on the Reykjanes Peninsula. Known for the 

therapeutic effects of its mineral-rich seawater, visitors can also 

enjoy the soothing benefits of coating their bodies in volcanic 

silica mud. One experience not to miss is the sauna, carved 

into the lagoon’s lava rocks.

Reykjavik, Iceland
Photography by Blue Lagoon
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Taking floating spas one step further, The Lime Spa at Huvafen Fushi 

has created the world’s first underwater spa to experience healing 

below the horizon. The Lime Spa provides a panoramic view of the 

Indian Ocean in all eight treatment rooms, which are designed 

to reflect their aquatic surroundings down to cushions comprised 

of fabric resembling coral and kelp. Along with basic treatments 

and massage, guests can soak in the Lonu Veyo, a saltwater pool 

replicating the minerals found in the Indian Ocean. 

The Maldives 
Photography by Lime Spa



escape

On his first visit to Krakow, Poland, a writer decides to follow in the footsteps 
of one-time resident Vladimir Lenin but soon finds himself shadowed by two 
other figures who’ve also left their footprints on the city: Hollywood director 
Steven Spielberg and the late Pope John Paul II. What’s a fellow to do?

Doug O’Neill
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“Lenin?!,” my friend Heidi exclaimed. “You want to see Krakow 

– one of the most beautiful cities in Europe – through the eyes 

of a long-dead Bolshevik, who, might I remind you, wasn’t 

even Polish?”

My friend Heidi has never been one to mince words. She once 

auditioned for a reality-TV show but was told she was too blunt.

Heidi’s visceral response was prompted by my announcement 

that for my first-time visit to Krakow I’d focus on the haunts 

and experiences of Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov, better known as 

political revolutionary Vladimir Lenin, who’d spent two years 

(1912 to 1914) in that venerable Polish city over a century ago. 

Lenin originally explored Krakow as a visitor; so, too, would I.

Heidi wasn’t buying it.

“Spielberg,” Heidi insisted. “Take a page out of Steven 

Spielberg’s Poland. That’s the Krakow you want to see.” 

She had a point. Krakow experienced a spike in tourism 20 

years ago after the film “Schindler’s List” hit the big screens. 

In fact, the Oskar Schindler factory, re-created in the film, is 

now a museum-art-gallery and educational centre open to 

visitors, and much of the movie (which won no less than seven 

Academy Awards) was shot in and around Krakow. Elemental 

to the film – and to any first-timer’s visit to Krakow – is of course 

the nearby Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp. Plus, 

there’s the Kazimierz, the vibrant and culturally-rich Jewish 

quarter of Krakow. A Spielberg-inspired tour of Krakow wouldn’t 

go amiss. 
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But despite Heidi’s insistence, my heart – and fanciful 

imagination – were still leaning toward the Krakow of Lenin. 

My visit to the second-largest city of Poland would not be 

complete until I visited the politico’s haunts, located his first 

lodgings on Królowej Jadwigi street, and walked the huge tract 

of green space of Blonie Meadows, just west of the Old Town, 

where Lenin would sometimes go ice-skating. Nor would I rest 

easy until I’d taken a seat in the time-honoured Noworolski 

Kawiarnia Café, one of Lenin’s favourite haunts. It was in 

that café, on the ground floor of the historic colonnaded 

Cloth Hall in the main Old Town market square of Rynek 

Glowny, that Lenin wiled away hours, sometimes chatting up 

his mistress while watching shoppers go about their business 

in the cobble-stoned marketplace under the shadow of the 

awe-inspiring St. Mary’s Basilica.

It was this mention of the basilica – in a different conversation, 

over the telephone with my aunt – that resulted in me being 

pulled in yet another direction for my Krakow visit. “Don’t just 

stop at the Basilica,” piped up my very Catholic aunt. “Krakow 

was the spiritual home of my favourite Pope. You have to visit 

his home, the places he preached, oh my goodness.” She 

was of course referring to Karol Józef Wojtyła, John Paul II, 

who’d lived in Krakow for 40 years before heading to Rome to 

take up the top job at the Vatican. My aunt hyperventilated 

her way through a list of Papal landmarks that I simply had 

to visit in Krakow. “There’s the place he lived on Kanonicza 

street when he was first ordained, and you’ll want to visit the 

Crypt of St. Leonard below Wawel Castle where he preached 

his first sermon…”

A quick Google search turned up ample evidence of a robust  

Pope tourist trade in Krakow, all of it fascinating – but this too 

was pulling me further away from the trail of Lenin. 

Sometimes, a man’s gotta do what a man’s gotta do: I opted 

to march to the beat of my own drum.

And march I did – through the Tatra Mountains on a quick 

daytrip from Krakow. Lenin and his family (not sure about 



the mistress) summered outside the city in the tiny village of 

Poronin (population: 4,000). It’s the jumping off point to explore 

the nearby Tatras and Zakopane, a popular mountain resort 

for hikers and skiers. It’s also an idyllic place for walking and 

reflecting – ideal I’d say for a revolutionary thinker like Lenin. 

There’s even a lodging called “Good Bye Lenin Hostel.” 

I also felt the spirit of Lenin in Nowa Huta, a suburb of 

Krakow famous for its Soviet-style buildings and big blocks 

of Communist Era flats. I’m not surprised to discover that the 

most Instagram-worthy building in Nowa Huta, the Tadeusz 

Sendzimir Steelwork, was formerly called the Lenin Steelwork. 

In an ironic twist, a couple years ago the town erected a 

statue to Lenin called the “Fountain of the Future” – a bright 

green depiction of Lenin relieving himself. As a tram driver 

said to me, “There are not good memories of Communism 

for everyone.” 

Back in Krakow, I managed to find the time to spend in 

the aforementioned Noworolski Kawiarnia, a beautiful Belle  

Epoque café under the arcade at Rynek Glowny town square 

where Lenin spent many an hour. I went there to restore myself 

after my day-long visit to Auschwhitz-Birkenau concentration 

camp, which this year marks the 70th anniversary of its 

liberation. Spielberg’s film is a must-watch primer for anyone 

making the visit. 

Time ran out before I could visit the private rooms on 

Kanonicza Street once occupied by Father Wojtyla’s (a.k.a. 

Pope John Paul II). However, I couldn’t help grinning when 

I hopped into a taxi and asked the driver to take me to the 

airport. “Certainly, sir, the John Paul II International Airport 

coming right up.”

And that’s when my affable cabbie asked me, “So, were you 

visiting Krakow alone?”

I hesitated. “No, not really,” I answered. “Let’s just say  

I had a few friends with me in Krakow. They all wanted to 

show me their city.” 
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Implementing a telecommuting program in your office could mean happier employees  
& reduced operational costs – but is it right for your business?
Blake Wolfe

I n a day and age when high-speed Internet access and mobile technology 

can connect people in any part of the globe within a matter of seconds, 

more businesses are considering alternatives to traditional office environments, 

particularly work-from-home strategies, with satisfaction and financial benefits  

in mind.

But the question is, how do you know if adapting this growing trend is right for your 

business?

Here are some things to consider:

Lisa Horn, director of congressional affairs at the Virginia-based Society for Human 

Resource Management, says that the first step for a business considering a work-from-

home program should be an examination of the needs, limitations and requirements 

of each position as they pertain to eligibility for telecommuting. Naturally, the issue 

of fairness can arise amongst employees – those who can work from home versus 

those who can’t – which Horn says can be alleviated through the offering of other 

workplace arrangements.

Consider the following:

- Are you going to offer a 100 per cent work environment where they’ll never have 

a brick-and-mortar office to come to, or are you going to offer telecommuting 

opportunities and minimized office days on an ad-hoc basis? 

- Not all positions may lend themselves to the option of telecommuting, in which case, 

think about alternative benefits to offer those employees who will not be able to do 

so. As Horn explains, “There are other flexible work arrangements an organization 

could offer those employees, such as alternating their start and stop times, offering 

a compressed work week, job-sharing or self-scheduling.”

Citing a report by Global Workplace Analytics, Sara Sutton Fell, CEO and founder of 

FlexJobs, says approximately 50 per cent of today’s jobs are eligible for some form 

of telecommute. Her business is an online job board advertising work-from-home 

Lisa Horn

Sarah Sutton Fell

Catherine Connelly
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positions primarily in North America, and among the postings the site 

has received since it went online in 2007 include those for a virtual golf 

instructor and a remote psychotherapist.

She says the arrangement can benefit both workers and employers in 

many ways, including:

- For employees: Those who work from home spend less time commuting 

and therefore, less money on gas or transit, they have more time with 

their families, they’re less stressed, they avoid office politics, and in many 

cases, people are more productive outside of the office environment.

- For employers: Fell says companies with telecommuting workforces 

see reduced turnover, improved productivity, reduced real estate and 

operating costs, a lower carbon footprint, and more satisfied workers. 

- For small businesses: Hiring at-home workers allows for expansion into 

new territories without opening up costly offices. 

- For recruiters and managers: Telecommuting helps to tap into new 

candidate pools to find the best talent regardless of location.

Catherine Connelly, associate professor of human resources and 

management at McMaster University, expands on the possible cost 

savings for companies employing a telecommute strategy.

“If you’re recruiting from anywhere, you may also be able to hire from 

somewhere that the wage expectations are a little lower. Also, if there 

are people who see telecommuting as a significant advantage, there 

may also be a little bit of a trade-off in terms of salary versus the other 

expectations of the job. If there’s someone who doesn’t want a long 

commute or to be in the midst of office politics, then they might accept 

a lower salary if they get to work from home.... It’s similar to the trade-off 

that people make in terms of office culture: there are workplaces where 

salaries are higher but it’s cutthroat and people opt out of that; they 

may try it for a little while and then decide it’s not for them.”

Before that first remote meeting from the living room couch takes 

place, Connelly advises that both employers and employees should  

consider the shift in workplace dynamics that can accompany 

telecommuting.

“There’s some evidence that a manager is more likely to give interesting 

tasks to someone they see more often, because that person is top of 

mind and there may be a little more trust, because they see each other 

a little more face-to-face,” she says. “Trust can be enhanced a little bit 

by responding to facial cues and all that non-verbal body language, so 

someone who isn’t around that much – even if they’re very dedicated 

and qualified – might be at a disadvantage.... When a manager has 

people who telecommute as well as those who don’t, they need to be 

more systematic in their appraisals because there will be that element 

of subjectivity, as there always is anyway, but maybe a little bit more 

so in the case of telecommuters.”

Once again, Horn says, planning and strategy are important:

- Ensure telecommuters have the resources they need; proper technology 

platforms must be in place for them to be able to do their work most 

efficiently and effectively.

- Ensure there are clear lines of communication between supervisors 

and teammates, especially for joint projects.

- Ensure a mutual understanding between both employees and 

supervisors regarding the goals, objectives and measurables by 

implementing robust performance management or supervision of 

telecommuters.

- Keep remote employees engaged with other workers, especially if 

they’re working away from the office 100 per cent of the time so they 

remain connected to the larger mission of the organization.

Connelly and Fell caution that the potential savings of having a few 

less bodies in the office should never be the lone factor in establishing 

a telecommuting strategy, and that the benefits of working from home 

are determined in large part by the management of such a program.

“The impact on the bottom line depends on how it’s managed,” 

Connelly says. “If it’s mismanaged, you can lose good employees and 

then you’re worse off than if you hadn’t tried it. Or they can implement 

it and do a good job of managing it, and reap the benefits of having 

some loyal and committed employees.”

“Companies with successful telecommuting programs know that a shift 

in management techniques and practices is required to make the most 

of the program,” Fell adds. “Those techniques rely less on visuals and 

more on proactive communication, regular check-ins, goal-setting, 

and results-focused management.” 



future proof

Nolan Burris
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Nolan Burriss is a top-selling author, former travel agent, 

failed musician and self-professed techno-geek.  

He’s also a popular international speaker both inside 

and outside of the travel industry.  He is the founder 

and chief Visioneer of Future Proof Travel Solutions  

in Vancouver, British Columbia: 

www.futureprooftravel.com

T he purpose of this series is to help 

you become more future-proof. 

Far from being just another 

business buzzword, it is a philosophy 

and mindset. It is not a singular target 

to reach or a goal to attain, but an 

ongoing method of creating and 

sustaining success.

The objective is to maximize financial 

and operational independence while 

being as insulated as possible from 

negative events beyond your control. 

It requires planning for tomorrow  

while dealing with today’s issues 

strategically.

Today matters: you are where you are.  

You have opportunities and limitations 

within the realities of the moment. 

Those realities enable or hamper your 

ability to lift your foot off the ground 

in order to take the next step. But, 

where will your foot land and in what 

direction will you be heading? Without 

considering it carefully, habits will keep 

you circling around in familiar territory.

The future is never familiar. No one  

can predict it but we are all involved in 

creating it. That may sound wonderful 

and inspiring, but in the travel industry, 

there is a difficult twist: you are not in 

charge of it, but we know who is!

There is a powerful group that controls 

absolutely everything in the travel 

industry, and others as well. Even 

if you own your agency, they have 

the influence and connections to 

determine its success or failure. They 

have crushed mega-corporations 

and elevated small entrepreneurs to 

stardom. From stocks and investments 

to cruises and tours, they control it all, 

and they have ultimate power over 

your business.

To become future-proof, you must 

understand who is really in charge 

and make every decision based  

on their best interests. They are known 

by many names, but we usually  

call them prospects, customers and 

clients.

During my high-school days, I worked 

part-time for a clothing store. I learned 

a lot about succeeding in travel from 

selling shirts and ties, and nearly all of 

it still applies today:

• Prospects (also called shoppers)  

are potential customers with whom 

you have not yet developed enough 

of a relationship or trust to inspire a 

sale



• Customers have bought from you, but there’s still something 

missing in the relationship that puts future sales at risk

• Clients are customers to whom you have proven yourself 

trustworthy through a relationship where their best interests 

are genuinely at heart. Loyalty and forgiveness are the 

rewards

• When we ignore the relationship and lose sight of their best 

interests, they will become former clients

I was very fortunate to work for a company that understood the 

power of customers. I tried to carry that thinking forward with 

me into my travel industry career. It has served me well, and 

I’m not alone. I’ve seen it help travel consultants succeed with 

fees, sway clients away from website deals, and win corporate 

accounts. All these things are easier when clients know you 

well and trust that you truly care about them.

Another lesson I learned from the clothing store is still an often-

quoted policy today: the customer is always right! What I 

didn’t understand at the time is that this phrase is not to be 

taken literally.

You see, while the customer may not actually always be right, 

they will still behave as if they are. Even a customer that is 

completely wrong still has the power to go elsewhere and 

take many others with them.

This is not to suggest that you should cater to the whims of  

every unpleasant, undesirable or difficult customer; I’ve “fired” 

many of them in my career! Rather, you should focus on how 

to attract and retain the right kind of customers and nurture 

them into long-term clients.

Accomplishing this is easier than you might think. It requires asking a 

simple question before making most decisions. It is a question that 

is fundamental to becoming future-proof: “What will customers 

think?” From promotional campaigns to repainting your office, 

never forget who is really in charge of the results you’ll receive.

If customers develop into clients through trust and a relationship 

where they believe you have their best interests at heart, then it 

is critical to consistently remind them of the reasons to trust you! 

While it seems obvious, think about the ways agencies sometimes 

put that trust at risk:

• Do your marketing efforts create an image of being a sales  

outlet for suppliers or a consultant and representative for 

travellers?

• Do you avoid helping customers with questions about travel 

that was not or cannot be booked with your agency? (Such 

things need not be done for free.)

• Do you rely exclusively on commission from sales or do you also 

charge professional fees? (Consumers often mistrust commission-

only sales.)

These are just a few examples where agencies sometimes deliver 

mixed signals about whose best interest is at heart. Make no 

mistake: commission is important, as is maintaining strong and 

mutually beneficial relationships with suppliers. However, you can 

only benefit from those relationships when prospects become 

customers, and customers become clients. That only happens 

when they trust you and believe that you truly care about their 

best interests first. 
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Check out some of the top headlines that caught the attention of our readers. Find daily 
national travel industry news updates on PAXnews.com, or PAXnewsWest.com for news from 
Western Canada.

Contac Services has been acquired by 
Go Direct Supply Chain Solutions Inc. 
Mark Lorne, who previously held the role 
of executive vice-president, is now chief 
executive officer. 

Carlson Wagonlit Travel has appointed 
Christine Ufniak as director of marketing 
for North American Leisure. Ufniak is 
based in CWT’s Mississauga, Ontario 
office and will oversee the development 
and execution of the North American 
leisure marketing strategy.

Ron Fenska has joined Intrepid Group 
in the newly formed position of vice-
president of sales for North America. He 
officially took on the role in January and 
will work from Intrepid’s offices in both 
Toronto and Petaluma, California.

Expedia, Inc. has acquired Travelocity 
and Orbitz for $280 million and $1.6 billion 
respectively. According to a report by 
Bloomberg Business, the purchase will 
now position Expedia, which also owns 
Hotwire.com and Trivago, as the top OTA, 
ahead of competitor Priceline.

Industry veteran Rhonda Stanley has 
joined The Travel Agent Next Door as vice-
president, talent development, effective 
immediately. The role will see her developing 
new entrants for the home based division, 
as well as managing the conversion of 
agencies who want to join the growing 
travel agency support services division.

SkyGreece Airlines has announced year-
round, non-stop service to Budapest from 
Toronto this spring, plus weekly departures 
to Athens from Toronto and Montreal 
beginning in May and a new seasonal 
flight between Toronto and Zagreb. Denis 
Codere was appointed to the role of 
deputy chief commercial officer.

Bryan Klompas has been named chief 
operating officer at TravelBrands, while Nino 
Montagnese (pictured here) has taken on 
the role of senior VP, Sunquest & Holiday 
House. Long-time employees Craig Canvin, 
most recently VP - commercial, and Paul 
Holinaty, director of product development, 
are no longer with the company.

Norwegian Cruise Line will be making major 
investments in Canada this year, according 
to EVP Global Sales Andy Stuart, who 
announced that the cruise line will soon 
be hiring a new business development 
manager and a director of sales to join 
the existing dedicated team of four.

news
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At Carlson Wagonlit’s first-ever curling event for partner appreciation:  
Cris David, president, Insight Vacations; Karen Salviato, manager, leisure  
supplier programs, North America, CWT; & Sam Cottar, BDM - Eastern Canada, 
Goway.

Vasco Travel recently hosted an event in coordination 
with India Tourism and the Consulate General of India. 
Pictured here are Vivek Khanna, president, Tourcan 
Vacations and Keith Dalgado, manager leisure sales 
– Atlantic, Air Canada.

Christine James, VP - Canada, Vacation.com; 
Stephen McGillivray, CMO, Travel Leaders Group; 
& Tiffany Glass, COO hosted an event to update 
the Canadian market on the consortium & its 2015 
outlook.

The Globus family of brands hosted its annual partner luncheon. Pictured here - 
Front: Stéphanie Bishop, managing director - Canada & Scott E. Nisbet, president 
& CEO. Back: Kim Clarke, director of sales; Carm Orr, reservations manager; 
Antonella Santia, director of operations; & Patrice Geske, marketing manager.

At a Chinese New Year celebration: Michael Lim, director - Canada, Hong Kong Tourism Board; Duncan 
Bureau, VP, global sales, Air Canada; Barbara Huang, office manager, China National Tourist Office; 
& Rocky Lo, GM business development - Asia, Air Canada.

At Transat Tours’ European Caravan: Dan Piror,  
sales manager for Ontario & Atlantic Canada 
& Nicole Bursey, commercial director, Ontario & 
Western Canada.

Of the Belize Tourism Board: Romy Haylock, travel 
trade officer and Deborah Gilharry, senior travel 
trade officer.



Derek Legault has joined Scenic Tours as 
senior director of sales for Canada. In his new 
role, Legault is responsible for leading the 
Canadian sales efforts for both Scenic Tours 
and its sister line, Emerald Waterways. Most 
recently, his previous role was as national sales 
and marketing manager at OTI.

Goway Travel has appointed Judy Bunkall 
to the position of business development 
manager (Western Canada) covering Alberta, 
Saskatchewan and British Columbia.

Insight Vacations Canada has announced 
the appointment of Farah Khamis to sales 
manager – Prairies. Khamis has been with 
Insight Vacations since January 2013, 
beginning her career in the reservations 
department.

This summer, Air Canada will launch 
new, year-round rouge service between 
Hamilton, Ontario and Calgary and seasonal 
service between Toronto and Abbotsford. 
The non-stop daily services will begin June 
27 and Air Canada rouge will operate 
both routes with Boeing A319 aircraft with  
136 seats.

Qantas has announced that it will return 
to Vancouver International Airport with 
an extended 2015 seasonal schedule. 
The airline will operate 33 return services 
between Sydney and Vancouver - 13 return 
services in June/July, and 20 return services 
from mid-December to late January 2016.
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Velas Resorts hosted a private dinner in Vancouver to showcase the small luxury resort 
chain’s gastronomic offering with Chef Xavier Peréz Stone, executive chef of the Grand 
Velas Riviera Maya’s restaurant Cocina de Autor. Chef Xavier is pictured here with Sophie 
Raymond, Velas Resorts’ regional sales manager - Canada.

Classic Vacations welcomed hotelier and agency partners to an exclusive partner 
appreciation event, where the company announced it has recently expanded its offerings 
through exciting new partnerships. Pictured here are Justin Heckman, BDM - Canada and 
Marjorie Sherman, Classic’s BDM for the Pacific Northwest, who is taking on a greater role 
in Western Canada.

Condor Airlines recently wrapped up successful travel agent events, showcasing the airline to 
partners across the country. The airline was also onhand at Flight Centre’s Travel Expos in YYZ, 
YYC and YVR. Pictured here: Condor’s Janet Gorecki-Mackanin, sales manager, North America & 
Caribbean region & Isabel Lindsay, assistant sales manager, sales & marketing, group sales specialist.



PAX was on the floor at the Caribbean 

Travel Marketplace in Puerto Rico, 

hosted by the Caribbean Hotel & 

Tourism Association and the Caribbean 

Tourism Organization. Nearly 1,100 

delegates  were scheduled for upwards 

of 11,800 appointments. Here are a few 

snapshots:

Of the Bahamas Tourist Office: Deputy 

Director General Ellison Thompson; Director 

General Joy Ann Jibrilu; & Paul Strachan, 

director - Canada

The CHTA’s Matt Cooper, CMO; Emil Lee, president; Vanessa Ledesma-Berrios, director of 

operations & events; Frank Comito, CEO; & Hugh Riley (Caribbean Tourism Organization)

Sara Pulla, Total Vacations

Coconut Bay Beach Resort & Spa, St. Lucia, 

represented by: Mark Adams, CEO; Annika 

Klint, Canadian representative; and Natalia 

Greene, director of marketing

Joanne Lundy, Discover the World  

Marketing - Canada

Of Vancouver-based My Boutique Travel: 

Clint Skidmore, CEO & Nenna Craythorne, 

manager, sales & product

Ingrid I. Rivera Rocafort, executive director, 

Puerto Rico Tourism Company
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Knowing how to identify and ultimately unite the 

‘tribes’ within your organization – naturally-occurring 

groups of people sharing common outlooks – is the 

key to leadership and business success, according 

to the authors of this book. Based on a decade of 

observations involving more than 24,000 employees at 

various organizations, Tribal Leadership provides insight 

into the process of bringing various groups together 

toward a common goal of achieving success.

What do the business world and the denim-and-leather 

clad realm of heavy metal have in common? A lot, 

according to the authors of Heavy Metal Management, 

who combine a love of headbanging with experience 

as management consultants in the world of investment 

banking. This novel approach to leadership argues that 

managers can learn from the longevity, marketing 

tactics and success of metal’s most revered acts – 

from Metallica to Motorhead – and apply it to their 

own careers.

Taking into account the leadership styles of more 

than 80,000 managers at 400 companies around the 

world, this book distills the essence of what separates 

a great manager from an adequate one. By placing 

an emphasis on employee talent over experience and 

nurturing those abilities, great managers will bring out 

the best in their departments, no matter how many 

rules they break.

Great leaders connect with those they lead,  

and the concept of using ‘emotional 

intelligence’ is a key skill for leaders in any 

organization, according to Primal Leadership. By 

combining qualities of empathy, motivation and 

collaboration, workplace leaders can leverage 

those concepts into a stronger team culture and 

better results.

Before any aspiring great leader can take  

the reins, there’s a fundamental question that 

must first be asked. Examining great leaders in 

worlds ranging from business to technology to 

politics, Start With Why stresses the importance of 

that initial question as a springboard to greatness.

Similar to the classic The Art of War, this book 

– written by a retired history faculty member  

at the West Point U.S. military academy – examines 

historic military leadership styles and victories, 

from Alexander the Great to the generals of  

World War II, offering insights into what separates 

the victors from the vanquished. And like  

Sun Tzu’s ancient tome, this contemporary 

examination is as applicable to business as the 

battlefield.
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Barceló Maya Beach Resorts – Better than Ever
It’s hard to top what this vast complex in the Mexican Caribbean has to offer: more 
luxuriously appointed suites, more specialty restaurants, spas for both children and 
adults, the new Maya Mall, a 24-hour sports bar with an arcade, and a new club house 
with its very own buffet restaurants and lobby equipped with several bars, along with 
a bowling alley, a dolphinarium, the Pirates Island Water Park and a surf simulator. 
Best of all, when you stay at Barceló Maya Palace Deluxe, you play at all 5 resorts!

Visit transatholidays.com

Barceló Maya Palace Deluxe
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DESTINED FOR DUBAI.
Introducing fl ights to Dubai aboard our Boeing 787 Dreamliner. 
Starting November 2015. 
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